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Abstract. We investigate the radiation amplitude zeros exhibited by many
Standard Model amplitudes for triple weak gauge boson production processes.
We show thatWZγ production amplitudes have especially rich structure in terms
of zeros, these amplitudes have zeros originating from several different sources.
It is also shown that TYPE I current null zone is the special case of the equality
of the specific helicity amplitudes.
I INTRODUCTION
The SM amplitudes for processes with the neutral gauge boson(s) emission
exhibit zeros. Either the distribution of the scattering angle contains zeros,
or the helicity amplitudes completely vanish for certain polarization (or mo-
mentum) combinations of the particles which participate in the process. In
this work we review the theoretical basis of these radiation amplitude zeros,
and discuss the experimental aspects of this phenomenon in weak boson pro-
duction processes.
In the works related to the analysis of the unified theories of the electromag-
netic and weak interactions it was pointed out that there was a connection
between the values of the magnetic moment of the vector-bosons and pos-
sible structures of these theories [1], [2]. In the early days of the SM, the
processes pp (pp¯) → W± + γ + X were suggested for the measurement of
the magnetic moment of the W boson, where the radiation amplitude zero
was encountered first [3]. We discuss this zero in Section II. The observed
zeros of these production processes belong to the so-called TYPE I zeros. We
consider the conditions which have to be fulfilled in order that TYPE I ra-
diation zeros can occur in Section III. We describe how these radiation zeros
can be explained as a result of the factorization of the amplitudes as well as
a consequence of the decoupling theorem. TYPE I zeros have two different
forms, charge null zone and current null zone zeros. We also give a few ex-
amples for the recently discovered TYPE II zeros. Section IV is devoted to the
discussion of many interesting zeros, which occur in electroweak production
processes. First, we discuss the zeros in Wγ and Wγγ production. Here, we
also briefly discuss the equalities of the values of the specific helicity ampli-
tudes, which are responsible for the current null zone zeros. Next, we consider
the WZ production zeros. Some of the WZ production amplitude zeros were
observed only recently and they can not be attributed to any type of the zeros
discovered earlier. Special attention is paid to a discussion of the full set of
zeros in the WZ production process, since they directly relate to the zeros
of two other production processes, the zeros in qq¯ → WZγ and qq¯ → WZZ,
which are discussed subsequently. The amplitudes in the W±Zγ case have
an especially rich structure in terms of zeros, revealing three different types
of zeros. We also review the zeros in WHγ production. The existence of the
charge null zone requires the same sign for all the nonzero charges of the par-
ticles participating in the process and therefore processes, where only neutral
electroweak gauge bosons are produced, can only exhibit the current null zone
TYPE I zeros. We discuss several of these processes in terms of the radiation
zeros together with the helicity amplitudes relations mentioned earlier in more
detail at the end of this section. Finally, we present a summary table of the
zeros, considered throughout Section IV.
II RADIATION ZEROS IN Wγ PRODUCTION
In this section we briefly discuss the radiation amplitude zeros phenomenon
associated with the pp¯ → W± + γ collision process1 in order to illustrate
several important theoretical and experimental features of this phenomenon.
The parton level amplitudes responsible for this process exhibit zeros in the
distribution of the scattering angle [3]. The position of the zero depends only
on the charge of the quark (no helicity dependence):
cos θ = −(1 + 2Qi) , (1)
where θ is the angle between the W− and the d quark, if one consideres
du¯ → W−γ process. Qi is the electric charge of the quark in units of the
proton charge e.
The value of cos θ = −1
3
(see Fig. 1a), obtained from Eq. (1), is in fact,
characteristic for some other SM based process amplitudes too, as we will
discuss later.
From the experimental point of view, the Tevatron collider (pp¯) is especially
well suited to observe the radiation zero predicted in Wγ production. Sea
1) For brevity, we will not write ‘+X ’ addition, denoting backgrounds to the considered
processes, hereafter.
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FIGURE 1. a) The zero in the angular distribution for du¯ → W−γ production for a
center of mass energy of quark-antiquark system
√
s = 250 GeV, b) Rapidity difference
distribution for the pp¯→W−γ process at the Tevatron (2 TeV).3
quark effects tend to wash out the dip caused by the radiation zero. At
Tevatron energies, valence quark effects dominate and this effect is not a
problem. As a result, the radiation zero leaves a clear signature. This is shown
in Fig. 1b where we display the distribution2 of the difference between the
rapidities of the W boson, yW , and the photon, yγ. The dip at yγ − yW ≈ 0.3
is due to the radiation zero [4].
The boost invariant quantity yγ − yW contains the same information as the
cos θ distribution. The yγ−yW distribution is very similar to the distribution of
the rapidity difference between the photon and the charged lepton originating
from the W decay, which can be readily observed. This is due to the V − A
nature of the W fermion antifermion coupling and the fact that W ’s in Wγ
production in the SM are strongly polarized: the dominant helicity of the W±
boson in SM W±γ production is λW = ±1 [4].
III RADIATION AMPLITUDE ZEROS AND
GAUGE FIELDS
The amplitude zero observed in Wγ production belongs to the family of
‘TYPE I’ zeros which can be explained as a consequence of the factorization of
the amplitude, shown soon after they were first discussed in the literature [5]-
[8].
The scattering amplitude for the above mentioned process can be obtained
starting from the vertex (source graph) which describes the interaction of the
charged particles, attach a photon to each charged particle leg in turn and
add all diagrams, as schematically depicted below:
⇒ + +
⇒ charged particle lines
⇒ photon (gauge boson) lines
One can show that the amplitude (for particles of any spin) can be written
in the form
2) We use histograms for the collider process distributions to distinguish them from the
parton level curves and to get neat curves for the rapidity distributions at the relatively
low Monte Carlo statistics. The histograms are also helpful to see the ‘bin structure’ of
the numerical results for the differential cross sections. In all the graphs, not using the
histograms, the horizontal axes are divided into fifty equal bins.
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Mγ =
∑
i
AiBi
Ci
, (2)
where Ai and Bi are factors which depend on the charge and polarization. Ci
represent the particle propagators. This leads to the factorization of the am-
plitude into separately charge dependent and polarization dependent factors:
∑
i
AiBi
Ci
= f(Ai, Ci) · g(Bi, Ci) . (3)
The factorization of the amplitudes holds for any gauge theory based ver-
tex with no restriction on the number of particles, due to the relation between
the photon (gauge boson) coupling and Poincare invariance. For the complete
tree level amplitude for a source graph VG consisting of a single vertex (no
internal lines)
Mγ(VG) =
∑ QiJi
pi · q , (4)
where Ji are ’the vertex currents’, arising from inserting the current ji into
the ith leg of the vertex, with
j = jconv + jspin + jcont + jYM . (5)
The convection current, jconv = p · q, corresponds to the first-order space-time
translation of the given leg’s wave function.
The spin current is a first-order Lorentz transformation of the wave function.
For the Lorentz transformation
Λµν = gµν + λωµν , (6)
the spinor wave function ψ transforms as
ψ′(x′) = S(Λ)ψ(x) , (7)
where
ωµν = qµǫν − ǫµqν , (8)
λ is an infinitesimal length, x′ = Λx, and
S(Λ) = 1− i
4
λσµνω
µν . (9)
Therefore for a spinor
jspin =
i
4
λσµνω
µν . (10)
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The contact jcont and Yang-Mills jYM currents result from the transforma-
tions of the single derivative couplings and Yang-Mills vertices, correspond-
ingly [5].
Ji depend on the polarizations, but not on the charges of the particles, and
obey the identity
∑
Ji = 0 (11)
as a result of Poincare and Yang-Mills symmetries [5].
Thus the vertex amplitude Mγ(VG) vanishes, if
Qi
pi · q = const , for all i . (12)
The well-known ‘-1
3
’ zero occurring in Wγ production belongs to this type.
The classical limit of these zeros is the vanishing of the dipole radiation for
the system of particles with the same charge to mass ratio
Qi/mi = Q1/m1 , for all i , (13)
and giromagnet coefficients, gi [5].
Since
∑
δiQi = 0, the amplitude Mγ(VG) will be zero, if
δi
Ji
pi · q = const , for all i . (14)
These zeros correspond to the current null zone. In the infrared limit, Eq. (14)
reduces to
pi · ǫ
pi · q = const , for all i . (15)
Since pi · q ≥ 0 for all i, all the convection currents, pi · ǫ, have to vanish in
order that Eq. (15) will be satisfied. It is easy to see that this implies that
all the charged particles are restricted to the plane (a line) perpendicular to
the photon polarization vector ~ǫ for a linearly (elliptically) polarized photon,
in the c.m. frame. This is the quantum field theory analogue of the classical
case that there is no electric dipole radiation perpendicularly polarized to the
scattering plane.
The null zone conditions, Eq. (12) and Eq. (14) also imply the invariance
under the replacements
Qi
pi · q →
Qi
pi · q + C (16)
and
6
Ji
pi · q →
Ji
pi · q + C
′ , (17)
respectively. Therefore, for a suitable choice of C and C ′, the single vertex
amplitude Mγ(VG) can be written as
Mγ(VG) =
∑
i 6=j,k
pi · q
( Qi
pi · q −
Qj
pj · q
)( Ji
pi · q −
Jk
pk · q
)
, (18)
where the null zone conditions take an explicit form.
In the case of the source graphs with the internal lines (several source
graphs), the tree radiation amplitude Mγ(TG) can be written as a sum over
the vertices
Mγ(TG) =
∑
v
Mγ [VG(v)]R(v) . (19)
Here R(v) is TG less the vertex v. Each of Mγ [VG(v)] in Eq. (19) will have
the same properties in terms of zeros as the single vertex amplitude Mγ(VG),
Eq. (18) and therefore there exists a null zone under the condition Eq. (12)
or Eq. (14), similar to the single vertex case.
From the conditions above we see that the null zones connect intrinsic
(charge, spin) and space-time properties (Poincare transformation) of the par-
ticles involved. This makes it possible to use them in analysing the structure
of the SM.
Radiation zeros can also be explained as a consequence of the decoupling
theorem [9], [10]. The wave function of a system of particles in an external
Yang-Mills field can be written as
Ψ(x) = ULTχ(x) , (20)
where χ(x) is the free solution of the field equations (Q = 0, no gauge boson
emission), and ULT is the product of the local gauge (U), Lorentz (L), and
displacement (T ) transformations. The null zone condition
∏
i
(ULT )i = 1 (21)
leads to the charge null zone condition discussed above.
From the condition for the charge null zone we conclude that (since pi·q ≥ 0)
Qi
Qj
≥ 0 , for all i, j . (22)
Notice that the zeros will not necessarily be in the physical range of the pa-
rameters (−1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1 in the case discussed here).
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In 2→ 2 scattering processes, where one of the final particles is a massless
neutral gauge boson, in the relativistic limit, the zeros occur at the angle
cos θ =
Q1 −Q2
Q2 +Q1
, (23)
where Q1 and Q2 are the charges of the initial state particles.
For the reaction du¯→W−γ we indeed get cos θ = −1
3
, consistent with the
result from a direct computation of the matrix elements.
One can also consider TYPE I zeros in supersymmetric extensions of the
SM. The emission/absorption of the gauginos will also be associated with
radiation zeros [11]- [13].
The presence of amplitude zeros requires a gyro-magnetic factor of g =
2. Any anomalous WWγ coupling changes the value of g and destroys the
radiation zero [5], [14], [15].
Recently another type of the zeros (TYPE II) was discovered ( [16]- [18])
in the physical phase space range for the processes
e+u→ e+u+ γ , e+d→ e+d+ γ , (24)
and
qq¯ →W+W−γ . (25)
TYPE II zeros occur only if the emitted photons are located in the scatter-
ing plane. The theory, revealing the underlying symmetry of the production
process amplitudes responsible for this zero has yet to be offered.
IV AMPLITUDE ZEROS IN WEAK BOSON
PRODUCTION PROCESSES
In this section we discuss, somewhat systematically, the amplitude zeros ex-
hibited by electroweak production processes3. We also show that the current
null zones can be considered as a consequence of the equality of the specific
helicity amplitudes. QCD corrections are expected to give noticable contri-
butions to the distributions. However, we do not consider them in this work,
since the objective of our analysis is to investigate the important aspects of the
radiation amplitude zeros phenomenon for the weak boson production ampli-
tudes. MadGraph [19] was used in the analysis of the production amplitudes.
In our calculations we have used MW = 80.35 GeV, MZ = 91.18 GeV,
MH = 150.0 GeV for the W boson, Z boson and Higgs masses, respectively.
The values of the coupling constants were taken at the W boson mass scale:
α(MW ) = 1/128 . (26)
3) For more details of the zeros, analyzed in the earlier works, see references at beginning
of their discussions.
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A Wγ, Wγγ production zeros
Besides the ‘-1
3
’ zeros discussed in Section II, the qq¯′ → Wγ amplitudes
also exhibit current null zone zeros [20], [21]. The amplitudes vanish for all
angles within the SM, when the W boson is longitudinally polarized and the
photon polarization vector ~ǫ is perpendicular to the scattering plane in the
c.m. frame. Wγ production as well as several other weak boson production
processes exhibit another type of the current null zone at the 90◦ scattering
angle. We will not discuss those zeros here. The complete description of them
can be found in [21].
A radiation zero can occur not only when one massless neutral gauge boson
is emitted, but also if two or more are radiated, provided that the neutral
gauge bosons are all collinear [5], [15]. This is in agreement with the charge
null zone condition, Eq. (12), since for the neutral gauge boson, Q = 0 and
p ·q = 0 due to its collinearity to the photon (the second neutral gauge boson),
and therefore there is no explicit violation of the condition. Here Q and p are
the charge and momentum of the neutral gauge boson, respectively. The zero
is located at the same scattering angle as in the case where only one boson
is radiated. The charge null zone zero of Wγγ production is illustrated in
Fig. 2a, where we show the squared amplitude as a function of the photon
scattering angle for Wγγ production at
√
s = 300 GeV [22]. A pT (γ) >5 GeV
cut has been imposed to avoid the infrared singularities associated with pho-
ton emission. The zero gradually vanishes for increasing values of the angle
between the two photons. Nevertheless, there is a clear dip in the rapidity
difference yγγ − yW distribution due to this zero for
cos θγγ > 0 , (27)
as shown in Fig. 2b, where θγγ is the angle between the two photons in
the c.m. frame. We have imposed the following transverse momentum and
rapidity cuts on photon [23]:
pT (γ) > 10 GeV , |yγ| < 2.5 . (28)
The helicity amplitudes for Wγγ production are approximately equal in mag-
nitude for all scattering angles and c.m. energies of the Wγγ system for the
following combinations of helicities
M(λW = 0, λγ = −1, λγ = −1) ≈M(λW = 0, λγ = 1, λγ = 1) , (29)
where λW and λγ are the W boson and photon helicities. Because of the
different values of both photon helicities, these amplitudes cannot be combined
into the polarization amplitudes, and there is no current null zone in the
Wγγ production case. We will discuss this situation in more detail for Zγγ
production case, where these equalities become exact.
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FIGURE 2. a) Radiation zero occurring in du¯ → W−γγ production, b) The yγγ − yW
rapidity difference distribution for cos θ(γ, γ) > 0 in Wγγ production at the Tevatron.
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FIGURE 3. Amplitude zero in du¯→W−Z production.
B WZ production amplitude zeros
In the case of massive neutral gauge bosons, the production amplitudes can
still exhibit an approximate radiation zero [24], [25]. For the process
q1q¯2 → WZ (30)
the M(λW = ±, λZ = ∓) helicity amplitudes factorize into the helicity depen-
dent term and the term, which depends on the weak boson fermion couplings
(charge dependence), but not on the helicities of the particles (see [24] for more
details). These amplitudes exhibit weakly energy dependent zeros, which at
high energies,
√
s≫MW,Z , are located at
cos θ = (gq1− + g
q2
− )/(g
q1
− − gq2− ) , (31)
where the gqi− (i=1,2) are the left-handed couplings of the Z boson to quarks
and θ is the center of mass scattering angle of the W boson. Fig. 3 shows
the du¯ → W−Z squared helicity amplitude for λW = −1 and λZ = +1. The
processes
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e−ν¯e →W−Z , νee+ →W+Z (32)
also have similar zeros, as expected.
There are additional WZ production amplitude zeros, which are spin and
energy dependent. The energy dependence is especially strong around theWZ
threshold. Most of these zeros are located in the physical range of variables.
We located the positions of the zeros both using MATLAB, algebraically,
using explicit expressions for the amplitudes, and from the plots, |M |2 vs cos θ
(for the values of the cos θ in the physical region, | cos θ| ≤ 1). In Fig. 4
we show several zeros of this type. Some of these zeros are approximately
symmetric in cos θ for the most part of the c.m. energy range (see Fig. 5)
and leave two symmetric dips in the rapidity distributions for PP → W−Z .
This occurs because two types of parton level contributions (d quark (beam
1)+u¯ quark (beam 2) and d quark (beam 2)+u¯ quark (beam 1) act coherently
in terms of these zeros. Here ‘beam 1’ and ‘beam 2’ written in the parentheses
show from which of two LHC proton beams the particular quark originates.
These zeros also leave deep dips in the rapidity distributions in the case
of other helicity amplitudes, provided that they are relatively weakly energy
dependent, so that the region of the dip in the |M |2 vs cos θ distribution due
to the amplitude zero contains the value of cos θ = 0 for all important values
of the c.m. energy. The (λW = −1, λZ = 0) amplitude (Fig. 4) is an example
for this case4.
The rapidity difference yZ − yW distributions at the LHC for these two
helicity combinations of particles are shown in Fig. 6.
C Zeros in WZγ, WZZ and WHγ production
In WZγ, WZZ and WHγ production all the nonzero charges have the
same sign (see Eq. (22)) and all three processes include at least one neutral
gauge boson. Therefore one expects the existence of charge null zones for
these processes. As we shall demonstrate in the following, all these processes
exhibit zeros in the physical range of variables.
The zeros of the du¯→W−Zγ production process amplitudes are especially
interesting, as the same helicity amplitude may have zeros originating from
different sources.
Since it is not possible to write down a simple analytical expression for the
squared matrix element in the general case (see Fig. 7 for theWZγ production
Feynman diagrams), we try to identify the zeros near the threshold values of
the center of mass energy of the WZγ system,
√
s ≈ MW +MZ , (33)
4) More than 90% of the cross section for the PP → W−Z with (λW = −1, λZ = 0) at
14 TeV originates from the parton level process du¯→W−Z, (λW = −1, λZ = 0) with the
c.m. energy
√
s ≤ 350 GeV.
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FIGURE 4. Zeros in du¯→W−Z production for specific helicity amplitudes.13
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FIGURE 5. The squared (λW , λZ) = (1, 1) amplitude as a function of the scattering angle
in the du¯→W−Z production .
where this can readily be done [18]. In this limit the photon momentum is
small compared to the initial fermion (quark) momenta and therefore can be
neglected in the numerators of the internal fermion propagators. It will be
clear from the formulas below that if we choose the gauge, where transversely
polarized (physical) photons have no 4th component, we can also neglect the
contribution of theWZγ vertex to the amplitude, as bothW boson and photon
3-momenta are very small. Under these conditions the W−Zγ production
amplitude can be written as
M(W−Zγ) = (−e)M(W−Z)ǫ∗µ(kγ)jµ , (34)
where jµ is given by
jµ = Qd
pµd
pd · kγ + (−1−Qd)
pµu¯
pu¯ · kγ −
kµW
kW · kγ . (35)
Here we considered the incoming quarks massless and used the Dirac equation
to simplify the expression for jµ. Since the 4th component of the W boson
momentum (≈MZ) is not small, we keep kµW in Eq. (35).
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FIGURE 6. The yZ − yW distribution for the (λW , λZ) = (1, 1) and (λW , λZ) = (−1, 0)
helicity amplitudes in PP →W−Z at the LHC.
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FIGURE 7. WZγ production Feynman diagrams generated by MadGraph.
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The condition
ǫ∗µ(kγ)j
µ = 0 (36)
gives the zero of the amplitude at cos θγ =
1
3
, where θγ is the angle between
the incoming d quark and the photon. To see this, one can choose
pd = (E, 0, 0, E) , pu¯ = (E, 0, 0,−E) , kγ = Eγ(1, sin θγ , 0, cos θγ) , (37)
ǫµ1 = (0, 0, 1, 0) , ǫ
µ
2 = (0,− cos θγ , 0, sin θγ) . (38)
Then
ǫ∗µ(k)j
µ = −Qd sin θγ
1− cos θγ + (−1−Qd)
sin θγ
1 + cos θγ
= 0 (39)
or
cos θγ = 1 + 2Qd =
1
3
.
In the case when the Z boson and photon are collinear,
cos θW = cos(θγ + π) = −1
3
. (40)
It is interesting to notice that the cos θγ distribution will have a zero in this
limit, even if the Z and γ are not collinear5, whereas the cos θW distribution
exhibits the zero only if the Z and γ are collinear. Now it is clear that any
other zero(s) should come from the first term, i.e. from the M(W−Z) ampli-
tude. Let’s take, for example, the amplitude for (λW , λZ , λγ) = (0,−1,−1) .
The squared amplitude vs cos θW for the near the threshold value of the c.m.
energy is given in Fig. 8. We also show the WZ production amplitude for
(λW , λZ) = (0,−1) in this figure. From the figure we see that, indeed, theWZ
amplitude exhibits zeros at exactly the same locations as theWZγ amplitude.
By requiring that the Z and γ are collinear, it can be seen that that ‘-1
3
’ zeros
(dips) are energy (
√
s) and spin independent. The positions of the zeros in
the WZ amplitudes and the corresponding zeros in the WZγ amplitudes also
remain the same at the increasing values of
√
s for the collinear Z and γ.
In the case when the Z and γ are collinear, the total momentum of the Zγ
system is given by
~p = ~pZ + ~pγ = (1 + α)~pZ , (41)
where α = pγ
pZ
. On the other hand, the invariant mass of the system is
5) A similar situation occurs also in du¯→W−γγ , even for a larger range of center of
mass energies, due to the masslessness of the photon.
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FIGURE 8. Zeros in du¯ → W−Z and du¯ → W−Zγ for a center of mass energy
of
√
s = 173 GeV. Shown are the squared amplitudes for (λW , λZ) = (0,−1) and
(λW , λZ , λγ) = (0,−1,−1). A pT (γ) > 0.05 GeV cut has been imposed to avoid the
infrared singularity present in WZγ production. The Z boson and the photon are collinear
in the WZγ production case.
Minv = (EZ + Eγ)
2 − (~pZ + ~pγ)2 =M2Z + 2αpZ
√
M2Z + p
2
Z − αp2Z . (42)
By solving Eq. (41) and Eq. (42) together, we find
α =
−(Y 2 + Y p2)±
√
(Y 2 + Y p2)2 − Y 2(Y 2 −M2Zp2)
Y 2 −M2Zp2
, (43)
where
Y =
M2inv −M2Z
2
. (44)
However, for this value of α, the momenta could be either collinear or opposite
in direction, depending on whether the sign of α is positive or negative (see
Eq.(41)).
We can remove the latter combination of pZ and pγ by requiring that
Y 2 −M2Zp2 ≤ 0 (45)
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√
s 173 200 250 300 350 400
Mmaxinv 92.63 113.25 138.16 156.64 172.16 185.92
TABLE 1. The maximum invariant mass Mmaxinv for the
collinear Z boson and γ system at the different c.m. ener-
gies
√
s for WZγ production. All energy values are in units
of GeV.
and it is clear that only the “-” solution of Eq. (43) should be used for the
collinear case.
Eq. (45) can be transformed into a 4th order equation in Minv and used to
determine the upper limit of the invariant mass Minv, when the Z boson and
the photon are still collinear:
(
1− M
2
Z
s
)
M4inv + 2
M2ZM
2
W
s
M2inv −M2Zs−
M2ZM
4
W
s
+ 2M2ZM
2
W +M
4
Z ≤ 0 .
(46)
Here s is the squared center of mass energy of the WZγ system.
The solutions of Eq. (46) can readily be found by MATLAB. In table 1
we give the values of these upper limits for the invariant mass of the collinear
Zγ system, Mmaxinv , at the different values of c.m. energy
√
s.
The other helicity amplitudes ofWZγ production also have zero-rich struc-
tures. The amplitudes (±1,∓1,-1), (±1,∓1,+1) exhibit the earlier mentioned
zeros of WZ production (see Eq. (31) and the text before it) and ‘-1
3
’ zero.
We would like to emphasize that the position of the ‘-1
3
’ dip may vary
slightly and the depth of the dip may change substantially, depending on
the transverse momentum cut of the photon and c.m. energy, revealing its
approximate nature.
To summarize, the WZγ production amplitudes have a very rich structure
of zeros originating from three different sources:
1. a radiation zero at cos θγ =
1
3
connected with photon radiation,
2. the approximate radiation zero occurring in WZ production,
3. spin dependent zeros in some of the WZ production amplitudes discussed
above.
The zero present at cos θγ =
1
3
leads to a clear dip in the yZγ − yW rapidity
difference distribution (yZγ is the rapidity of the Zγ system), if the cosine of
the angle between the Z boson and photon is restricted to cos θ(Z, γ) > 0.
The yZγ − yW distribution at the LHC is shown in Fig. 9.
The WHγ production amplitudes also have a ‘-1
3
’ zero, if the Higgs boson
H and γ are collinear (Fig. 10). The rapidity dip for WHγ production
distribution is not as prominent as in the WZγ case due to the lack of the
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FIGURE 9. The yZγ − yW rapidity difference distribution for cos θ(Z, γ) > 0 in WZγ
production at the LHC.
WZ zeros present in the WZγ helicity amplitudes6.
Similar to WZ production, the amplitudes for WZZ production exhibit an
approximate radiation zero, if the two Z bosons are collinear (Fig. 11). The
technique for generating collinear Z bosons is similar to that of the Zγ (Hγ)
case with the only significant difference that both “-” and “+” solutions of
the equation for α (see the text after Eq. (45)) can generate the collinear Z
bosons. The amplitude zeros lead to a dip in the yZZ−yW distribution, which,
however, is much less pronounced than the corresponding dip in the yZγ − yW
distribution in WZγ production, due to the absence of the ‘-1
3
’ zero in the
WZZ amplitudes. A comparison of the two distributions at the LHC is shown
in Fig. 12. We only considered the contributions of the amplitudes, where
the first two particles (W and Z) have the same helicities as the dominating
helicity amplitudes of the WZ production, (λW , λZ) = (±1,∓1). There are
four such amplitudes in the WZγ case and six amplitudes in the WZZ case.
These amplitudes give a substantial part of the contributions to the total cross
sections, while the rapidity difference distributions due to these amplitudes
still exhibit clear dips without any restriction on the angle between the Z
6) WH as well as ZH amplitudes do not exhibit amplitude zeros of any of the types
considered in this section, as expected.
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FIGURE 10. a) Zeros in du¯→W−Hγ production, b) The dip in the rapidity distribution
in PP →W−Hγ. 21
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FIGURE 11. Zeros in du¯ → W−ZZ production. Shown is the amplitude with all three
gauge bosons longitudinally polarized
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boson and photon (the second Z boson).
The amplitudes for none of these three production processes exhibit the
current null zone zeros discussed in the Wγ case.
D Zeros in neutral electroweak boson production
processes and the helicity amplitude relations
Since these processes require the initial particles to have charges of different
sign, the possibility of a charge null zone is excluded in this case (see Eq.
(22)). Nevertheless some of these processes, namely, Zγ, ZHγ and ZZγ
production exhibit the same current null zones as the Wγ production process.
The amplitudes vanish for all scattering angles within the SM, when the Z
boson is longitudinally polarized and the photon polarization vector ~ǫ is
perpendicular to the scattering plane in the c.m. frame. In the ZZγ case, these
are the helicity amplitudes for which both of the Z bosons are longitudinally
polarized.
The ZHγ production amplitudes exhibit zeros only if H and γ are collinear,
while the ZZγ production amplitudes will still have approximate current null
zone zeros for nonzero values of the angle between H and γ.
The existence of the current null zones discussed above implies the iden-
tities for the helicity amplitudes. For example, the current null zone in Zγ
production is the result of the following equality of the helicity amplitudes,
M(λZ = 0, λγ = −1) = M(λZ = 0, λγ = 1) . (47)
The two polarization amplitudes built out of these helicity amplitudes are
M(λ = 1) =
i√
2
(M(λZ = 0, λγ = 1) +M(λZ = 0, λγ = −1)) (48)
and
M(λ = 2) =
1√
2
(M(λZ = 0, λγ = 1)−M(λZ = 0, λγ = −1)) . (49)
The polarization amplitude M(λ = 2) will have a zero value for all scattering
angles due to Eq. (47), which is the current null zone of the Zγ production
process.
Similarly, the current null zone in ZZγ production is due to the helicity
amplitudes M(λZ = 0, λZ = 0, λγ = ±1) being equal.
The equality of different helicity amplitudes does not always lead to the
existence of a current null zone. In the Zγγ case, one can show that
M(λZ = 0, λγ = −1, λγ = −1) = M(λZ = 0, λγ = 1, λγ = 1) (50)
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of the yZγ − yW distribution in WZγ production, and the
yZZ−yW distribution inWZZ production at the LHC. Contributions of the specific helicity
amplitudes (see text) are considered.
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and
M(λZ = 0, λγ = −1, λγ = 1) = M(λZ = 0, λγ = 1, λγ = −1) . (51)
Similar to the Wγγ case, since both photons have different helicities for these
amplitudes, they cannot be combined into polarization amplitudes, one of
which would have a zero value. Therefore, surprisingly, Zγγ production does
not have a current null zone of the type found in the Zγ and ZZγ cases.
The equality of the amplitudes with different particle helicities is also ob-
served for the WW and ZZ production amplitudes:
M(λW (Z) = −1, λW (Z) = −1) =M(λW (Z) = 1, λW (Z) = 1) , (52)
M(λW (Z) = 0, λW (Z) = −1) = M(λW (Z) = 1, λW (Z) = 0) . (53)
Therefore, one can consider the current null zone, occurring at all scattering
angles, as a special case of this equality of helicity amplitudes with different
particle helicities, it occurs when the helicity of only one of the particles has
different values for two amplitudes which are equal and it is therefore possible
to combine the two amplitudes into the polarization amplitudes, one of which
has zero value.
It is interesting that such a ‘classical’ process, as the two photon production
process, for example, uu¯→ γγ, also exhibits the equalities of the amplitudes,
and this occurs when all four particles have different helicities in two compared
amplitudes:
M(λu = −1, λu¯ = 1, λγ(1) = −1 , λγ(2) = −1) =
M(λu = 1, λu¯ = −1, λγ(1) = 1, λγ(2) = 1) , (54)
M(λu = −1, λu¯ = 1, λγ(1) = −1 , λγ(2) = 1) =
M(λu = 1, λu¯ = −1, λγ(1) = 1, λγ(2) = −1) , etc. (55)
In table 2 we present a summary of TYPE I null zones that we discussed in
this section. We only included the current null zones that occur for all values
of the scattering angle.
V CONCLUSION
The SM amplitudes for processes with the emission of one or more neutral
gauge bosons exhibit zeros, the amplitudes vanish under the specific condi-
tions. There are many different forms of zeros. The most investigated form
of the zeros are TYPE I zeros. There are two forms of TYPE I zeros, the
charge null zones and the current null zones. In the case of TYPE I charge
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process Charge null zone Current null zone Helicity amplitudes with equal values
Wγ + + +
Wγγ + - +
WZ + - -
WZγ + - -
WHγ + - -
WZZ + - -
Zγ - + +
ZHγ - + +
Zγγ - - +
ZZγ - + +
WW - - +
ZZ - - +
γγ - - +
TABLE 2. Charge null zone zeros, current null zone zeros and equalities of the helicity
amplitudes exhibited by electroweak sector high energy processes within the SM in the
physical region of parameters. ‘+’ (‘-’) sign corresponds to the presence (absence) of the
null zone or of the helicity amplitudes with the equal values
null zones, the distributions of the scattering angles contain zeros. In the case
of the TYPE I current null zones, either the amplitude completely vanishes
or the distributions for the scattering angles contain zeros for certain helic-
ity combinations of the particles. We briefly discussed the origin of TYPE I
zeros, which are due to the factorization of the production amplitudes. The
amplitudes can also vanish for many processes, when the photon (gauge boson
) momentum is in the scattering plane created by the momenta of the other
particles, which participate in the process. These zeros are called TYPE II
zeros. Finally, there are those amplitude zeros, such as the recently observed
zeros in WZ production, which could be just accidental zeros, due to the can-
cellations between the various terms in the amplitude. We have discussed all
these different types of zeros and shown that some of the production ampli-
tudes have an especially rich structure in terms of zeros. WZγ and WZZ
production amplitudes are examples for this. Many of the zeros leave deep
dips in the rapidity distributions, which could be observed experimentally.
We also showed that the TYPE I current zones, occurring for all scattering
amplitudes, are the special case of the equality of the values of the production
(helicity) amplitudes for the specific helicity combinations of the particles.
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